Find the Missing Letters
Scarecrow is visiting some friends in
Yorkshire but some of the letters from the
places have been lost.
Can you help the scarecrow find the
missing letters so he can visit his friends?
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Well done explorers! You made it to the end of the trail. We hope you have enjoyed it
and learnt something new. Show your trail sheet and drawings to the Gallery Assistants as
they would love to see what you have made.
Illustration by Asiya Hussain, designed by Jane Hiley.
Planet Yorkshire is co-curated by Kerry Harker and Anne McNeill
All photographs © Peter Mitchell
© Impressions grants the freedom to make and redistribute
copies of this guide, on the understanding full credit is given
to Impressions Gallery.

Francis Gavan’s Ghost Train, Leeds, 1988

Welcome Gallery Explorers!
Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the fun activities in this gallery trail
and exploring the fantastic work on show at Impressions Gallery.
Please explore with an adult if you can, and if you have any questions you can
ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the Welcome Desk.

Peter Mitchell is a photographer who has been taking photographs
for over 40 years. The photographs in this exhibition are of different
areas in Yorkshire.

Planet Scarecrow
Peter Mitchell likes to photograph scarecrows.

Let’s get looking!

Can you find a photograph of a scarecrow in the gallery? (tick box)

Your first task as gallery explorer is to find these images below in the exhibition.
Imagine the scarecrow has just landed in
Yorkshire, what would the scarecrow say is
good about it?

Tick the boxes when you find them.

For ideas think about your own favourite
places, food and things to do in Yorkshire
and write them down in the space below.

Help us get to Francis Gavan’s Ghost
Train
How many
times can you
see the ghost
train in the
exhibition?

